Re: Review of request for registration of project 4722 “Recovery and utilization of associated gas to optimize power generation at Petroamazonas block 15 of facilities

Dear Mr Gonne,
Dear Mr Vandenbergh,

Thank you for your letters to the CDM Executive Board (the Board), dated 20 April 2012, which has been made available to the Board.

On behalf of the Chair of the Board, I would like to assure you that the Board took into consideration all the information made available by the project proponents, as well as the participating designated national authorities, before making a decision on the registration of project activity 4722, “Recovery and utilization of associated gas to optimize power generation at Petroamazonas block 15 of facilities”.

An in-person meeting of the Board with the project proponents could not be arranged, as this would be outside of the established procedures for the registration of proposed project activities but, as previously indicated, all information provided was given due consideration by the Board.

After analysis of all information, the Board could not register the proposed project activity, as the additionality, in particular the suitability of input values for the investment analysis, was not properly substantiated.
In closing, I trust that this letter adequately addresses the issues raised in your letter.

Yours sincerely,

Andrew Howard
Secretary to the CDM Executive Board